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W
hy do I—a science fiction writer—spend more and more time with designers? What

does science fiction have in common with industrial design? As it turns out, quite a

lot. In the science fiction genre, we have a signature product that we call the “sense

of wonder.” This is what we are supposed to supply eager consumers: works of wonderment.

Amazing stories, fantastic stories, mind-blowing stories.

Look at Lord of the Rings. An award-winning, wonder-
inspiring, high-end popular fantasy that involves imagi-
nary architectures, cities and suburbs; tens of thousands
of monsters; cool weaponry and unique costumes; and
almost every kind of collectible spin-off gear. The movie
is an apotheosis of Bel Geddes industrial set design. A
design that came from 150 Silicon Graphics Octane visu-
al workstations, running Alias Maya as their core 3-D
application, plus an eight-processor Silicon Graphics
Onyx2 system running Discreet Inferno for compositing,
plus 80 dual-processor Silicon Graphics Linux OS-based
workstations. This ultra-cyber-Broadway panoply of state-
of-the-art theatrical gear doubles as the computational
hardware and software needed to design, create and
manufacture real-world, real-life industrial products. You
could basically peel ’em right off the screen and slam ’em
into mass production. 

You see this sense-of-wonder business also in the
industrial design profession. If you want to see some
truly classic American industrial design sense of wonder
activity, you have to look back to misty, legendary, myth-
shrouded industrial designers such as Norman Bel
Geddes.

Bel Geddes designed a number of practical, com-
mercial products for the industrial mass market—stoves,
cocktail shakers, radios—but he always seemed more 
at ease coming up with wild, wondrous, off-the-wall
schemes such as a ritzy hotel built inside a giant con-
crete dam or huge, amphibious, transatlantic flying
wings with enough room inside for a squash court. And
who can forget the Futurama General Motors
Democracity that he designed for the 1939 World’s Fair?

Bel Geddes was originally a Broadway set designer,
and his wild-eyed, deeply inspiring efforts are basically
theatrical fantasies dressed up as industrial products.

AND DESIGN

Ball Clock, by Irwing Harper for George Nelson’s office, 1947;
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Science Fiction or Design Fiction?
I call myself a science fiction writer because that’s the
name of my genre, but when I’m trying to pin a scene
down on the page, I’m really writing “design fiction.” I
spend a lot of time thinking about imaginary industrial
products, cyber products and post-industrial products.
Design thinking has become a powerful means to my end.

I write fiction about science. I grapple with scientific
knowledge from a literary perspective. I am using literary
techniques to bridge the gap between what we have
come to know about the universe, what that knowledge
means to us and how that knowledge feels. In doing so,
I’ve found that a designer’s approach is fruitful. It is more
productive, more authentic, more convincing and more
moving than the wide-eyed approach of a sci-fi visionary,
a new-age guru, a pop-science Mr. Wizard figure or even
a dot-com stock promoter. Why? Because designers
possess some kind of empirical reference, their ideas
are linked to physical reality.

If you aim at the sense of wonder first and foremost,
if you grasp boldly and directly for the transcendental
and the sublime, then you will end up utterly disillu-
sioned, armpit-deep in the slime of the human condition.
If, on the other hand, you approach the actual and study
it with care, objectivity and with a humble, inquiring spirit,
then you will reveal the sublime. Truth will drop her veil
for you, and she is indeed a very wondrous thing. Fiction
about truth is inherently more interesting and engaging
than fiction about delusions.

It took me a surprisingly long time to figure this out. 
I had the disadvantage of having to unlearn a lot of my
genre’s bad habits in order to get here. But I’m no longer
interested in my genre’s bad habits; instead, I’ve
become interested in design’s bad habits. Design’s bad
habits are bad for designers, but they’re absolutely great
for science fiction writers. 

I’ll give you a cogent example. Let’s say you’re an
industrial designer trying to get a bunch of skeptical

industrialists in some corporate boardroom to pony up
20 million dollars so they can retool the factory and build
something you’ve just invented with a pencil and graph
paper. This is basically a “suspension of disbelief” opera-
tion. It has distinct literary, fictionalizing qualities. You’ve
got to come up with some smooth line of gab to get
these clowns out of the way so you can talk to the engi-
neers and actually make the product.

Perhaps you don’t believe that the quest for the tran-
scendental will cause you to fall into the pit of human
squalor, going down with all hands like a struggling
mastodon. But it is the higher truth. Consider Wernher
von Braun, the European interplanetary rocket visionary.
He aimed at the stars and hit London. What are those
big, shiny space rockets for? Ideally, for escaping the grip
of gravity and touching the face of the cosmos. But
they’re also for annihilating children as they sleep in their
beds. The harder you aim for that first goal, the more like-
ly it is that you’ll hit the second.

You want something closer to home? How about
cyberspace. The early rhetoric was all about the
Internet’s weightless, idealist, transcendent, light-speed,
anonymous, virtualizing qualities. But look at the Internet
15 years later: It’s a filthy, carnal place. Almost every
form of rip-off, fraud and human chicanery imaginable
plays some kind of role on the Internet. As a medium, the
Internet is riddled with holes, infested with viruses and
bugs. It’s a seething, septic mess. 

Don’t be disillusioned. We’re getting a valuable
message here. We need to create the kind of society that
understands this on a bone-deep level.

Demographics and Tomorrow’s Market
One of the things I like best about designers is that, unlike
scientific historians or techno-sociologists, they tend to be
user-centric. They’re not creating fine-art objects for their
own sake, they are actually designing some thing for
somebody—or at least for some demographic. Design has
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regional or national character: There’s Italian design,
German design, Japanese design. 

But the roots are shifting. The world is globalizing—
perhaps not culturally, but definitely technologically.
There are 6.35 billion people in the world right now.
Barring some plausible catastrophes such as sudden cli-
mate change or global plagues, we’re going to top out in
about 2050 at roughly 9.1 billion people. Ninety-eight
percent of the population boom will take place in the so-
called developing world, especially Pakistan, India,
Nigeria, Bangladesh and Indonesia. Pakistan already has
a population that’s as big as Russia’s. Europe is growing
in population just a little. In fact, the population growth in
the European Union equals six days of population growth
in India. In the next 50 years, the growth in India’s labor
force will be as large as the entire working population in
Europe today. 

You might think that this will cause India to burst, but
I doubt it. If the trend continues, in the 2050s, we’re likely
to see a rather sedentary, settled, well-educated, techni-
cally capable, population of Indian and Chinese origin,
globally connected to huge outmigrations of Indians and
Chinese in gigantic, polyglot megacities all around the
planet. These are the young people who, one way or
another, are going to be doing most of the work to sup-
port the huge populations of elderly from today’s devel-
oped world. That is the future design consensus. You’re
designing for the demographic? That’s tomorrow’s market.

The trend is getting legs now. China is experiencing
a construction boom of such colossal proportions that
they are searching for scrap iron from all over the planet.
People in the Ukraine are stealing entire trains to sell to
the Chinese scrap iron market; people in Shanghai and
Milwaukee and England are stealing manhole covers to
meet the Chinese demand for steel. 

I’m interested in this Asian population surge from a
design perspective. I wonder what Chinese and Indian
designers might want to make—what they would talk
about at the IDSC or the IDSI. But I’m mostly interested 
in what they want to buy. The consumer of the future isn’t
some cornball Chinese stereotype in a bamboo hat or 
an Indian villager in a Gandhi loincloth. This guy is the
mid-twenty-first century’s everyday native citizen. He’s
not unlikely or strange or transgressive in 2050. He’s the
average, the norm. 

So, who is this guy? That’s what I wonder—what I
need to wonder—as a science fiction writer. What am I

going to say that means something to him? What does
he look like? Does he look and dress rather a lot like, say,
Karim Rashid? That might not be a bad guess. A very
bright, fluent, articulate, multiracial guy named Rashid
who makes “blobjects.” This is the truth about the future,
as far as we know it. We ought to be getting right on it,
exploiting this creative opportunity.

The Future Truth of Blobjects 
So, what are blobjects? Basically, they’re highly curvilin-
ear consumer items designed on workstations with a lot
of nurbs and splines and similar CAD-CAM goodies and
then blasted into being in a lively burst of injection-mold-
ed goo. I pay close attention to blobjects because they
are the signifier gizmos of the Belle Époque of the 1990s
in much the same way that a dainty, curvilinear Art
Nouveau vase is the signature knickknack of the Belle
Époque of the 1890s. 

The signature knickknack of today, in case you are
wondering, is a camera cell phone. It’s kind of neat and
cheap, and it has extensive new functionality. It is hugely
popular. You can phone in crimes or rat out drunk drivers
with it or take vengeful pictures of dirty old men who
flash you. Police and hackers and spies use it to tap into
your conversations. These people can even find out
where you are without you ever knowing, even if the cell
phone is sitting idly in your purse or pocket. Every once
in a while one sees a true signature moment with these
wingless angels. Like in the Madrid train bombing when
there were press reports of cell phones ringing insistently
in the pockets of the dead. An era-definitive moment.

What’s so interesting about blobjects is that they arise
from a new and unorthodox means of industrial produc-
tion. Computer-aided design. Computer-aided manufac-
turing. That Lord of the Rings business with the mass
workstations and the steady ringing of cash registers, 
\the Arwen and Aragorn mass-produced collector Barbie
dolls. Okay, so what else about computer-aided design is
interesting, intriguing, possibly entertainingly unexpected?

How about open-source software? Software that
doesn’t have a single author or single commercial com-
pany as its source, but instead is done by large, informal
groups of unpaid workers pitching in online, in loose col-
laboration, and then is spread around non-commercially.
Is there an overlap here? A symbiosis? A synergy?
Suppose that these software-for-free folks went into free
manufacturing?



Okay, so you’re not a desperate mob. You’re the
pampered elite. You want something fancier than mob-
jects. Lots fancier. You want the kind of elitist object that
the mass market—even the wealthiest—cannot support.
You don’t want design within reach; you have pursued
design to the level of fetishism. Not even the best is
good enough for you. Like a numismatist or a stamp 
collector, you want the weirdest and the rarest.

So what do you do about this unmet need of yours?
You get your fellow hobbyists to band together on the
Internet, to collaborate, to do the sort of ferocious post-
consumer alteration that produces hot rods and low-rider
cars. The results are objects for hobbyists. Hobjects.

Hobjects are not available in the market. You can
only get them if you know somebody who knows some-
body. Luckily, thanks to the Internet, you hobject fanciers
can find each other. You can ship plans and completed
hobjects among your tiny, fanatical circles: three people
in Budapest, five in Helsinki and the super-obsessive
detail freaks in Osaka, the ones who are the cult design-
ers’ cult designers.

Sure, you might not care for this dicey, catch-as-
catch-can realm of mobjects and hobjects. You might
be serious, public-minded, responsible and heavily bur-
dened. You need some heavily regulated, hazardous,
powerful, dangerous objects. Like, say, genetic biotech-
nology engines or nanotechnology gray goo factories.
Technologies with a high potential for abuse; objects that
are potential weapons of mass destruction. Leave one of
these objects alone, and it could poison a city overnight.
You’re a regulator, you’re a rule maker, you are the law.

These objects have got to be tightly regulated and
super-controlled at all times by legions of official
Homeland Security monitors sniffing and prying and spy-
ing at them. Each as wonky, overbuilt, bureaucratic and
complicated as a Space Shuttle. These are government
objects. Govjects. 

Govjects objects are government surveillance, with
some manufacturing capacity wrapped around them.
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The Rise of Mobjects, Hobjects and 
Other Things of the Future
And then there are mobjects. Objects created by a
mob. Noncommercial, free (or at least cheap), distrib-
uted, authorless objects. Could they exist? Where’s the
killer app for something, some object, made by an
underpaid, intelligent mob? Who’s the consumer? Who
needs this most? 

It is mobs that need mobjects. Mobs of refugees.
Mobs of the dispossessed. This is a perfect technology
for disaster relief or refugee camps. People arrive there
with nothing. They’ve had to abandon everything they
owned. They need everything, and they need it fast.
Disposable, temporary, cheap. They have no money.
They have no resources. They’re not picky. They need
mobjects.

How does this work in practice? I envision some
kind of universal fabricator. A big, bad, cheap fabricator
that makes stuff out of utterly worthless raw materials.
Straw and mud, perhaps. Or chopped grass, cellulose,
recycled plastic and newspaper, even sand. A big,
rugged, dirty, emergency thing like an upended cement
mixer. But smart. There’s a lot of code in there. Free,
unpatented code.

So, how does it work? You’re a mob. You’re pan-
icked; you’re shell-shocked; you’re thirsty. You need
buckets. The mobject-maker spits out these general-
issue buckets. Khaki-colored maybe, the color of mixed
dirt. Ugliest buckets in the word, but they work. They
carry water. Now you need latrines, so out come a few
hundred of them. Sewer pipes. Shower stalls. Faucets.
The appurtenances of urban life. Squeezed out in molds,
on the spot. Basic, safe water infrastructure so you don’t
die of dysentery like every other dispossessed mob in
the world. You wouldn’t normally put up with this mobject
way of life, but if your town has been smashed in an
earthquake, then mobjects are kind of handy. One heli-
copter and one fabricator and a week later you’ve got a
town. It’s not a pretty town, but at least you’re not dead. 
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They are big, ugly. You can’t get near one without having
your baggage scanned and your shoes searched.
Videocameras are always on them. You need a license
just to look at them, much less use them.

The Developmental History of Technologies 
Okay, I’ve sold you on blobjects, mobjects, hobjects,
govjects, but what might those really be like? Real tech-
nologies never simply sit there untouched by human
hands. They have lifespans. They have complex develop-
mental histories.

First, there’s the question mark phase, when they’re
just a curiosity in the lab or an R&D effort. The object is 
a solution in search of a problem, a sci-fi notion in some
book, or the speculative mutterings of some futurist. 

Most question marks stay question marks, but a few
reach the rising star phase. They get press attention.
The word is out. Somebody found a killer application.
Orders are pouring in. The thing’s a hit. 

Then, the hits get old. During the cash cow phase,
there is iterative improvement, a refining of the concept.
Somebody has figured out how to make an optimal 
version, dependably. Innovation has slowed; everyone
knows what the technology is good for. 

And it is good for something for a while, but society
changes. We don’t need a Univac anymore, the Stanley
Steamer ran out of steam. Enter the dead dog phase. The
manufacturers have been blindsided. A disruptive innova-
tion has occurred and rendered their solution obsolete.

Logically, this lifespan business would apply to blob-
jects, mobjects, hobjects, even govjects. You could have
a lively baby govject next to a mature, aging hobject.
Could I put a scene like that in a science fiction novel?
You bet!

Objects can never sit alone as perfect exemplars of
form. Real objects are frozen versions of social relation-
ships, exemplars of needs and desires and production
methods, hedged in by institutions and policy constraints.
They become parts of systems; they generate systems
through their very existence. The more human attention
that is focused on them, the more complicated the rela-
tionships become.

Things Are Not Just Things 
Things are not left alone just to be things. Consider an
object that people hate or want to destroy. 

Take, for example, a bank vault—an object that
bank robbers desperately want to destroy. A vault is no

more than a six-inch-thick, steel-and-concrete composite
wall between piles of cash and dangerous bank robbers.
For the vault to be an effective security countermeasure,
a lot of other factors must be taken into account. “Just
for starters, who knows the combination?” asks Bruce
Schneier, a noted security expert. “What happens when
the key to the combination is fired or quits or just fails to
show up for work? Who moves money in and out of the
vault? When and how? How is the vault secured when
the door is open? Who checks to see if the amount of
money in the vault is the same as what bank personnel
think should be in the vault? How often is this checked?
What happens if there is a discrepancy?

Are there safe deposit boxes in the same vault? 
How do customers get to those boxes? Does it matter 
to the bank what customers put in their boxes? And 
who installed the vault? Does the installer know the 
combination, too? Do some of his employees?

Are their alarms on the vault? Who installed the
alarm, and who responds when it rings? Who gets to
decide it it’s a real bank robbery or a false alarm? What
happens if it’s a real bank robbery? What happens if it’s
a false alarm? What happens if the responder can’t tell
the difference?

Questions, it seems, lead to ever more questions.
What happens if the lock on the vault breaks and can’t be
opened? What happens if the lock breaks and the door
can’t be closed? What happens if there’s an earthquake
and the vault’s walls crack? What happens if, as it did to
the Bank of Nova Scotia on September 11, 2001, the
bank is buried under 110 stories of collapsed building?

These are all security questions, but they’re also
design questions. Yet, they’ve got very little to do with
form giving. The form of the bank vault—the steel and
concrete and lock—these are not a great challenge
when it comes to form. The problem is the human inge-
nuity of those bank robbers. They might attack the vault,
but they’re more likely to attack the human network that
surrounds the vault.

Technology Today and Tomorrow
This is part of a general trend of increasing technical
complexity. If you wanted to talk about it in the most
abstruse way possible, you could say that the general
trend of the twenty-first century is organic behavior 
within a technological matrix. 

The pre-industrial world made simple artifacts: hand-
made, one-of-a-kind objects. The industrial world made
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You don’t want to aim straight for the sublime, big
concept here because you would fall all over yourself
as the whole overblown enterprise leaned over and
bombed for lack of a sane business model. What you
want to do is to start with a very simple, humble, immedi-
ate, pragmatic question, such as: “Is the bank vault in
fact closed?” You make a small door-closing sensor
which is, in point of fact, more rugged and dependable
than a bank vault. A very cheap, very small, very simple
sensor with several zillion mean times between failures. 

Design one of these sensors, and you will find that 
it will not stay confined to bank vaults. This is a network
animal facilitating organic behavior from objects. It will
go into car doors, train doors, aircraft doors, utility clos-
ets, jewelry cases, the drawers of cash registers. It will
give doors new, more responsive functionality. These
doors can answer a crucial question that doors have
never been able to answer: “Are you closed, nice and
tight, right now? Are you really, really closed?” … “I don’t
want you to be all corny and insistent about it and e-mail
me bragging that you’re closed and then trying to sell
me a new doorknob. I just want you—the door—to have
the capacity to indicate this to me, safely and reliably
and instantly, even if I never happen to ask.”

This would be some calm, peripheral, genuinely
useful, ubiquitous computation, and the end result would
be a profound revolution in the relationship of human
beings to the material world. It would make the twenty-
first century look as different from the twentieth as the
nineteenth looked from the eighteenth. Which is to say,
not entirely and utterly different, but decidedly different
in its basic character.

Of course, this is all just speculation. This is a misty
vision of what industrial design is beyond the edge. But
no matter how hard I speculate about this future, I’m
never going to be the kind of person that actually makes
that happen. An industrial designer is. ■
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machines: mass-produced, identical parts, systematic.
The capitalist world made products: mass-marketed,
mass-distributed, highly promoted, with a brand and a
logo. The post-industrial world makes gizmos.

Gizmos are products with so much functionality that
they can never be learned or understood by the user
within the lifespan of the product. Cell phones are giz-
mos. They have such a short lifespan that you throw
them away before you bother to listen to all the possible
ring-tones or learn all the keypad shortcuts. They are not
there for you to learn. They are baroque gizmo décor.
They are a promise of change, of more organic complex-
ity than a mere machine would ever need. 

On the far side of this trend, there would be some-
thing—some object—that we don’t have a word for yet. 
A bank vault that could answer all of Bruce Schneier’s
questions. A product, an object, that did not simply
freeze a pattern of social relations, it would actually 
contain and maintain the social relations as a deliberate
feature. It would be a player within its own game. 

If a bank vault was broken and couldn’t close, it
could seek out and Google the answer to its own prob-
lem. “I am a broken bank vault. What does one do with 
a broken bank vault?” The answer would be—if you are
an experiential bank vault made by IDEO—immediately
e-mail David Kelly. You won’t get David Kelly, of course,
but you will get something better: Kelly’s extensive data-
base of every mishap that has ever happened to an
IDEO bank vault anywhere on earth. The database is
updated constantly. This network is the security. The
steel and the lock are just the hardware.

One flinches at the possible failures here. One doesn’t
want to drag Microsoft into this story, or do any empty
handwaving about “artificial intelligence,” or the answers
that you fail to get while fighting your way through an
automated voicemail jail. Because if it worked, it wouldn’t
be magic or sci-fi. It would be design. 
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